For three straight legislative sessions, cities and counties have successfully lobbied against attempts to limit growth in their property tax revenue and are teaming up to block appraisal and revenue caps.

Tax increases via valuations are creating unexpected burdens on Texas businesses and residents. Coupled with falling oil prices, this is resulting in a slowing economy and making Texas less attractive for global investors.

“Taxed Out of Town” is a public relations campaign that was launched by Texas BOMA organizations and is designed to illustrate the cause and effect of massive tax increases via valuation.

Texas BOMA has taken steps to help our elected officials and the public better understand the impact of an unsteady appraisal process paired with insufficient tax rate rollbacks on the overall health of the economy.

We need your help to succeed in taking a stand against unpredictable property appraisals! Visit us online or click here to donate and help stop the damaging economic impact of inconsistent and aggressive property valuations.